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Nana is a fantastic motivator and coach. Her
energy and enthusiasm are incredibly
contagious. She's a great listener and I can tell
she truly cares about people's happiness and
success. If you're lost, demotivated or simply
need an extra eye, she is the one to turn to.
She helped me get clarity on some of the
toughest decisions of my life, and I couldn't be
happier.
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Forget the traditional definition of success in life where you build a
family, buy a house, and get a respected high paying job that does
not inspire you but leaves you with tremendous stress and
emptiness inside just to keep up with the status quo. Whether you
want to start your own business, live in a 30-million-dollar mansion,
or take a 2-month self-discovery vacation every year, this incredible
book will help you discover the path to the exciting life you don’t
need to escape from while defining success and satisfaction by true
mean in a not-overused way in the modern society.

Are you tired of just getting by the day, hoping for the weekend to
come? Do you feel tired of just trying to stay positive knowing that
deep inside you, you are not happy at all? Do you wonder why
some people manage to build long term success while you can’t
make your motivation last long enough to succeed? Then, this book
is for you!
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WHAT'S IN IT?

The hands-on effective and efficient “LifeUp-Method”
of setting (and achieving) all of your goals without
wasting time and energy, using the principles by
famous Economists, a Global Management Consulting
Firm and a Japanese Automotive Manufacturer

How you can harness the same strategy used by The
34th US President to increase your productivity

The fundamental mindset differences between
people who achieve long term success vs. people who
gain tremendous motivation at the beginning and
end up burning out 

An incredible 3-week transformation plan to help
you create a long-term success

70 Life-Boosting Quotes to put you in the state of
momentum and decision to create life
breakthroughs

The Success Formula for designing a satisfying life,
matching with your ‘Identity Circle’ according to
the Ancient Greek Philosopher, Aristotle



WHAT RESULTS DO I GET?
We will create the life you don’t need to escape
from; the life you can not wait to wake up to

We will constantly show you example life stories,
philosophical questions, and brain science to
challenge and expand your current boxed thinking

We will put you through multiple self-discovering
in-depth questions and conversation to
understand “your circle of identity”

We will properly create practical plans for
successful life design and instruction on accepting
and overcome fear

By the end of the book, you will feel massive
energy to live a passionate life with inspiration,
willingness, leadership, and strong resilience

We will reveal and conclude with what having a
successful life really means by reviewing all the
inspirational stories, and dynamic questions asked
throughout the book.
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What is momentum in life?

Recognizing, or even raising momentum is a powerful tool
for making the first step of mental transformation. In order
for us to create a change in life, first, we must recognize our
frustration in life. People raise momentum and decisiveness
in life when this frustration exceeds fear. Creating a
momentum takes the right balance in having the quality of
pain which triggers one’s exceeded frustration, higher
standard, willingness, courage, and risk-taking behavior, and
dream that triggers one’s inspiration to believe in possibility,
and ability to dream. The book ‘The Game Of Self
Domination’ break down the process of achieving a dream
into three phases. In the first phase, we will break down
what it means to raise momentum in life by exploring both
the theoretical approach and practical exercises including 70
life up quotes and finding your ‘identity circle’.

What is 'identity circle' according
to an Ancient Philosopher.

Identity circle is the framework developed with
#LifeUpMethod taking inspiration from the famous Ancient
Greek Philosopher. This is the framework anybody can use
to truly understand and meet with their expectation of who
they are to themselves.



How do confident people behave
mentally and physically?

Confidence is what people are hired for in a leader’s role.
Someone’s confidence level directly relates to the ability of
one letting go of their own flaws as an “imperfect
leader”. Confidence can be demonstrated from inside or out
because we have mind and body connections. In the book,
The Game of Self Domination even demonstrates the way
our mind and body produce confidence mechanically.

What are the fundamental mental
habits difference between people who
gain tremendous motivation at the
beginning and lose all motivation
completely vs. people who sustain the
motivation for the long term success?

The difference in a short answer is one living in a story of
resilience by consciously having productive self-talk
regardless of adversities and another living in a story of
scarcity that depends on resources to succeed. It is not easy
but anyone can change their narrative in their story to gain
resilience in life by constant mental training. This book
provides this training.



How do you use economics and
business strategies into the life
strategy to increase efficiency?
I discuss several corporate and theological strategies from
various multinational companies and famous Economists in
the book to discuss how we are able to apply the sample
principles into a life strategy to increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of our actions. The practices of these
strategies clearly lay out how we can incorporate more
organization, effective resource allocation, efficient and lean
practice in life.

What is perception and reality in
the context of pursuing your
dream?
Not everything we perceive as a reality is actually truth. This
is why we have the perception of reality on top of the actual
reality. What we tend to live on is the perception of the
reality according to us rather than in the actual truth. We all
act according to our perceptions and this has an effect on
our belief in which creates a certain pattern in our attitude
and behavior that produces even more consequences from
this pattern of attitude and behavior. In the book, The Game
Of Self Domination, we broke down the difference between
reality and perception from the brain and psychology
perspective.



Other Sample Questions Include...

What creates resilience in
life?

How do resilient leaders
handle rejections in life?

What is the difference
between success and
happiness, and why success
can never be achieved?

What is the power dynamic of
dominance in multicultural
and gender teams and how to
navigate through the
differences in the power
dynamic

And MORE!


